California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo
Academic Affairs

General Education Governance Board Meeting
Friday, November 3, 2017

Location: Room 01-301

Minutes

Attendees: Bruno Giberti, Helen Bailey, Brett Nuttall, Emily Fogle, Josh Machamer, Aaron Keen, Jeremy Jasbinsek, Melinda Weaver (minutes)

Update on Request for Delay Regarding EO1100

A letter is drafted. Argument is that since CP is in middle of a cycle, requesting delay for broad changes. Two sections are affected which are being specifically addressed – Upper Division requirements and Double Counting.

Direct information needs to be relayed to departments as soon as possible so they are aware of the steps being taken.

Aligning with CSU Areas

Group reviewed chart comparing current EO1100 Area designations with possible/revised options to align better with CSU Areas.

Important to look at D4 and E. There’s a lot of programming to have to do in Registrar’s Office. Not sure what the timeline will be.

Regarding EO1100: Dictated Semester Units calculated as quarter units appear to give CP wiggle room because of the extra half-units. Could use this data to relabel Area F in some other area(s).

Discussion of Area F

If Area F courses folded into another area, they need to be reviewed and discussed, not just put somewhere. Many seem to be appropriate for Area B, but not all.

Action Items for Next Meeting:

Scour F courses offline and see which fit well and which don’t.

Look at wording of F and see how it fits today.

Look at B’s language because it opens up the territory.